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1 Introduction

In my project I attempted to implement a simple sieve for finding prime numbers. It
wasn’t my intent to have an initially fast sieve, I wanted to see how parallelizing would
speed up the process. I decided to uses Parallel Python, a great package written by Vitalli
Vanovschi. My main goal is to implement a simple sieve and make it work, then move
onto a faster sieve and parallelize that one.

2 Equipment and Process

I will describe the equipment I used to do all the computations and analysis. I will also
explain the sieve method I used to find all the prime numbers.

2.1 Equipment

The computers I used in my cluster consisted of an Intel quad-core running at 3.6GHz
with 4 Gb of ram running Ubuntu 64-bit. An Intel dual-core running at 3.6GHz with
4 Gb of ram running Ubuntu 64-bit, and a MacBook with an Intel 2.0 GHz with 2Gb.
The communication between all the computers was taken care of via a gigabyte ethernet
switch.

2.2 Process

The sieve I use is one that starts with a small list of easy to find prime numbers. In my
program I started with a list of primes up to 13. The list consisted of the prime numbers,
p =

[
2 3 5 7 11 13

]
. With p we can find all the prime numbers up to 132 = 169 I

know that isn’t a very big number but it grows exponentially. The next step is to create
another list of all the possible prime numbers from 15 to 169 in a step of 2 as to take out
all of the even numbers because we know that even numbers are not prime, will call this
list t. To write this in Python it would be;
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t=range(15,169,2)

The next step is to go through each element in t and check to see if each element is evenly
divisible by each element in p. The easiest way to do this is mod ti by pj,∀ ∈ p, if 6= 0 then
ti is prime. Then we append ti to p if it is prime. We do this for ∀ ∈ t. Once we have
checked all elements in t, we can make the next array t, that will be from the largest ∈ p,
s, to s2 in steps of 2 like before. We do this until we reach the desired number.

3 Parallelization

I will describe my successful and unsuccessful attempts at parallelizing my original code.
There were some points here when I didn’t think that I would be able to successfully
parallelize my code and make it efficient so that it would run faster than in serial. There
is some overhead of passing the jobs off to each core, or worker as some like to call them,
that can make it slower than running the code in serial.

3.1 My First Attempt: Unsuccessful

In my first attemp at trying to parallelize this sieve I was unsuccessful. The problem
arose when passing the jobs to each core, it took to much time. My first version of the
code didn’t make a list of possible prime numbers instead it made one possible prime at
a time and checked it against my current list of primes, p. This worked fine in serial, but
in parallel it didn’t. See passing a single number to a core and checking it and sending
it back to the job server took to much time. Even though each core was processing a
number, and there were 4 cores working, it was still slower. So it was back to the drawing
board.

3.2 Second Attempt, Passing Arrays:Successful

My second attempt was much more satisfying. It was a great feeling knowing that some-
thing I was doing was actually working. The biggest change I made was to create an array
of all the possible prime numbers, t, and started off with a small list of prime numbers,
p. It then sent t and p to another module, the second module, using p, went through each
element in t and checked to see if it was prime. If it was prime it would append it to an-
other array k, when it was done it would return k to the first module and it would append
k to p. The reason I needed to create a second module is because Parallel Python requires
that you send information to a different module, and that module would be running on
each core of the computers.

The next step was to make this work in parallel. I already implemented it in serial, but
there were a few problems with it. It used up much more memory, and it took slightly
longer than my first code in serial. The time difference was minimal, it was about 1.5
seconds per million in serial. I knew I could make this up when I parallelized it. The next
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step was to split up the large array t into 4 smaller arrays, t2 =
[
t2,1 t2,2 t2,3 t2,4

]
then

send each t2,i and p to each core on my 4 core computer. It was a success, the process went
from 6.2 seconds on a single-core down to 2.2 seconds on a quad-core for computing all
the prime numbers up to 1,000,000. That is almost 3 times faster. We still have the problem
of redundancy that is taken up a lot of memory. With python you can’t clear variables so
we now have t and t2 taking up memory.

So a great success and and a real improvement from the program running in serial.
I did run it on the cluster with 3 computer and saw some more improvement but not
as much as on a single computer. This is because you have even more overhead with
passing arrays and commands over the network. I can see when you are computing a
large amount of prime numbers and there is less communication between the computers
that it will be faster. We still have the problem with the redundancy, so once again it is
back to the drawing board.

3.3 Third Attempt, Arguments not Arrays: Very Successful

After frustrating hours of trying to figure out how to get rid of the redundancy, I fi-
nally had a eureka moment after talking with Dan Higgs. Higgs has had many years
of programming under his belt and though not to familiar with python, he was able to
help me. We agreed on rather than creating the whole array t and splitting it up into
t2 why don’t I just send the start and end points of t2,i to each core. This would take
up much less memory and would send smaller packages over the ethernet switch so
computing on the cluster would also be faster. For example instead of sending t2,1 =[
15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33

]
we would only send t3,1

[
15 33

]
. It is easy to see how t3,1 will take up much less

memory than t2,1

While talking to Higgs I also found out that using the for loop instead of the while
loop may save some time. I wasn’t sure how to use it but after Higgs explained it to me it
sounded exactly like what I needed. So after changing out all the while loops, which took
out 10 lines of code, and sending arguments and not arrays it was time to try it out.

What had just happened was astonishing! It was almost twice as fast as my previous
version. Running it on a single-core for up to 1,000,000 took 3.3 seconds as compared
to 6.2 seconds and on my quad-core machine on all four cores took only 1.1 seconds. I
was blown away by this and this was a great discovery. It was a lot better but it wasn’t
perfect. I think that this is as efficient as I could get the code to be but the next problem
has already arisen. Now every core is not running the same amount of time.

4 Optimization

The only big problem is that every core on the quad-core machine are not running for
the same amount of time. This leaves some cores idle while others are still working. For
smaller examples some cores are only idle for a few seconds but when trying to compute
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larger numbers some of the cores are sitting idle for several minutes. You can see this
in Figure 1, it represents the CPU usage in a chart and how long each core is running at
100%. What this is saying is that the workload isn’t split up evenly. The way the jobs are
currently split up is that core 1 will get all the numbers from 1 to 2,500,000, core 2 will get
all the numbers from 2,500,001 to 5,000,000, core 3 will get all the numbers from 5,000,001
to 7,500,000 and core 4 will get all the numbers from 7,500,001 to 10,000,000. The problem
is that it takes longer to check the larger numbers, so core 1 is sitting idle while cores 2,3,4
are still filtering out the primes.

My proposal is to split it up into smaller sections. How much smaller is the next
question. First I split it up into 16 sections. After running the code I compared times and
it was faster by about 9 seconds. Figure 1 shows that each core is running longer and
there is less idle time, but there is still a lot of idle time. So to take it the next step further I
broke it into 40 sections, it was another 9 seconds faster and the CPU usage chart showed
that there was very little idle time between the cores and that each core was used 100%
for longer. I did try breaking it down into smaller sections but it only made the program
run longer because it was passing to many jobs and there was too much overhead.

5 Conclusion

I think that this was a very successful project and I really enjoyed doing it. I can’t wait to
start trying to implement a different sieve that is initially faster that the one I used. My
main goal was to see the difference in speed in parallel verses serial. When I first started
on this project I didn’t know the first thing about parallel computing. I have learned
so much about it and the benefits of it. I am hoping in the near future to combine this
program with NVIDIA’s CUDA or with the newly emerging API, open CL. It will be nice
if Open CL takes off because then everyone can take advantage of the power any GPU
has to offer and not only being able to use NVIDIA chipsets. Technology is changing fast
and if we want to keep up with the times, we must be able to parallelize all the problems.
Processors aren’t getting any faster, their just giving us more of them, lets use them!
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Figure 1: CPU Usage Chart
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Code Listing 1: Python Code For First and Second Attempt
from math import *
import time
import pp

def myprime(howbig):
t1=time.time()
x=howbig
p=[2,3,5,7,11,13]
i=0
while(p[len(p)-1]<x):

temp=(i+7)*2+1
temps=sqrt(temp)
z=0
while(p[z]<temps):

if(temp%p[z]!=0 and p[z+1]>temps):
p.append(temp)
break

elif(temp%p[z]!=0):
z+=1

else:
break

i+=1
t2=time.time()
tt=t2-t1
print tt
return p

def testprime(x,p):
from math import sqrt
z=0
ptemp=sqrt(x)
while(p[z]<ptemp):

if(x%p[z]!=0 and p[z+1]>ptemp):
return x

elif(x%p[z]!=0):
z+=1

else:
return 0
break

def primefind(towhat):
import pp
from primetesttest import testprime
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#ppservers=()
ppservers=("*",)
#ppworker1=pp.Server(ppservers=ppservers)
ppworker1=pp.Server(2,ppservers=ppservers)
print "We are starting with",ppworker1.get_active_nodes(),"cores!!"
t1=time.time()
c=towhat
p=[2,3,5,7,11,13]
i=0
while(p[len(p)-1]<c):

top=p[len(p)-1]**2
if(c<top):

top=c+10
#print top
inputs=tuple(range(p[len(p)-1]+2,top,2))
#inputs=((i+8)*2+1,(i+8)*2-1)
#print inputs
ispri=[(ppworker1.submit(testprime,(input,p,))) for input in inputs]
ii=0
while(ii<len(ispri)):

if(ispri[ii]()!=0 and ispri[ii]()!=None):
p.append(ispri[ii]())

ii+=1
i+=2

tt=time.time()-t1
ppworker1.print_stats()
print tt
return p

def primefind1(towhat):
import pp
from primetesttest import testprime
pp
t1=time.time()
c=towhat
p=[2,3,5,7,11,13]
i=0
while(p[len(p)-1]<c):

temp=(i+7)*2+1
ispri=testprime(temp,p)
if(ispri!=0 and ispri!=None):

p.append(ispri)
i+=1

tt=time.time()-t1
print tt
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return p

def testprimearray(array,p):
from math import sqrt
newarray=[]
ia=0
while(ia<len(array)):

atemp=sqrt(array[ia])
#print array[ia], atemp, ia
az=0
while(p[az]<atemp):

if(array[ia]%p[az]!=0 and p[az+1]>atemp):
newarray.append(array[ia])
break

elif(array[ia]%p[az]!=0):
az+=1

else:
break

ia+=1
return newarray

def primefindarray(towhat):
import pp
from primetesttest import testprime
ppservers=()
#ppservers=("*",)
#ppworker1=pp.Server(ppservers=ppservers)
ppworker1=pp.Server(2,ppservers=ppservers)
print "We are starting with",ppworker1.get_ncpus(),"cores!!"
from primetesttest import testprimearray
t1=time.time()
c=towhat
p=[2,3,5,7,11,13]
i=0
while(p[len(p)-1]<c):

ptempend=p[len(p)-1]**2
ptempbegin=p[len(p)-1]+2
if (ptempend>c):

ptempend=c+20
pt1=ptempend/2
pt2=pt1+2
if(pt1%2==0):

pt2=pt1+1
#Make arrays to be tested if prime and return prime numbers in array.
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testarray=range(ptempbegin,pt1,2)
testarray2=range(pt2,ptempend,2)
inputs=(testarray,testarray2)
ispri=[(ppworker1.submit(testprimearray,(input,p,))) for input in inputs]
#newarray=testprimearray(testarray,p)
#newarray2=testprimearray(testarray2,p)
p.extend(ispri[0]())
p.extend(ispri[1]())

ppworker1.get_stats()
tt=time.time()-t1
print tt
return p

def primefindarray1(towhat):
from primetesttest import testprimearray
t1=time.time()
c=towhat
p=[2,3,5,7,11,13]
i=0
while(p[len(p)-1]<c):

ptempend=p[len(p)-1]**2
ptempbegin=p[len(p)-1]+2
if (ptempend>c):

ptempend=c+20
testarray=range(ptempbegin,ptempend,2)
newarray=testprimearray(testarray,p)
itest=0
p.extend(newarray)

tt=time.time()-t1
print tt
return p

Code Listing 2: Python Code For Third Attempt and Optimization

import time
def primearg(args,primes):

from math import sqrt
p=[]
for test in range(*args):

ttest=sqrt(test)
for prime in primes:

if((test%prime!=0) and (prime>ttest)):
p.append(test)
break
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elif(test%prime==0):
break

return p

def primefindargs1(towhat):
from testfor import primearg
t1=time.time()
c=towhat
p=[2,3,5,7,11,13]
i=0
while(p[len(p)-1]<c):

ptempend=p[len(p)-1]**2
ptempbegin=p[len(p)-1]+2
if (ptempend>c):

ptempend=c+20
args=[ptempbegin,ptempend,2]
newarray=primearg(args,p)
itest=0
p.extend(newarray)

tt=time.time()-t1
print tt
return p

def primefindargs(towhat,numcores,split):
import pp
import time
#ppworker1=pp.Server(numcores,ppservers=("*",))
ppworker1=pp.Server(numcores)
n=ppworker1.get_ncpus()
ppworker1.get_active_nodes()
time.sleep(1)
print ppworker1.get_active_nodes()
print "We are starting with",n,"cores!!"
n=split
from testfor import primearg
t1=time.time()
c=towhat
p=[2,3,5,7,11,13]
i=0
while(p[len(p)-1]<c):

ptempend=p[len(p)-1]**2
ptempbegin=p[len(p)-1]+2
#print ptempbegin,ptempend,len(p),c,p[len(p)-1]
if (ptempend>c):
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ptempend=c+35
#print p,ptempend
ptempspace=(ptempend-ptempbegin)/n
if ptempspace%2!=0:

ptempspace=ptempspace+1

#Make arrays to be tested if prime and return prime numbers in array.
inputs=[]
zz=0
while(n>zz):

inputs.append([ptempbegin+ptempspace*zz,ptempbegin+ptempspace*(zz+1),2])
zz+=1

inputs=tuple(inputs)
print inputs
ispri=[(ppworker1.submit(primearg,(input,p,))) for input in inputs]
zz=0
while(n>zz):

p.extend(ispri[zz]())
zz+=1

tt=time.time()-t1
ppworker1.print_stats()
print tt
return p

def primefindargs2(towhat,numcores):
import pp
import time
#ppworker1=pp.Server(numcores,ppservers=("*",))
ppworker1=pp.Server(numcores)
n=ppworker1.get_ncpus()
ppworker1.get_active_nodes()
time.sleep(1)
print ppworker1.get_active_nodes()
print "We are starting with",n,"cores!!"
#n=split
from testfor import primearg
t1=time.time()
c=towhat
p=[2,3,5,7,11,13]
i=0
while(p[len(p)-1]<c):

ptempend=p[len(p)-1]**2
#ptempbegin=p[len(p)-1]+2
#print ptempbegin,ptempend,len(p),c,p[len(p)-1]
if (ptempend>c):
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ptempend=c+35
#print p,ptempend
#ptempspace=(ptempend-ptempbegin)/n
#if ptempspace%2!=0:
# ptempspace=ptempspace+1

#Make arrays to be tested if prime and return prime numbers in array.
inputs=[]
zz=0
while(n>zz):

inputs.append([p[len(p)-1]+2*zz+2,ptempend,2*n])
zz+=1

inputs=tuple(inputs)
print inputs
ispri=[(ppworker1.submit(primearg,(input,p,))) for input in inputs]
zz=0
while(n>zz):

p.extend(ispri[zz]())
zz+=1

tt=time.time()-t1
ppworker1.print_stats()
print tt
return p
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